
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 
 
Exhibition:  annus mirabilis – A Remarkable Year 
                                         https://www.artsandheritage.ca/products/annus-mirabilis-a-remarkable-year 
 
Artist:  Monique 
 
Date:    May 9 to August 5 
 
Location:  Staircase Feature Exhibition 

Art Gallery of St. Albert  
   19 Perron Street, St. Albert, AB T8N 1E5     
 
Events:   In-Person Tour: May 18 at noon 

Virtual Tour: May 24 at noon on Facebook Live 
 
Contact: Emily Baker, Art Gallery of St. Albert Curator:  

Phone 780-460-4310    
exhibitions@artsandheritage.ca  

 
annus mirabilis embodies beauty, wonder and transformation. Thousands of screen-printed 
paper butterflies will fill the Art Gallery of St. Albert’s Staircase Feature space, suspended from 
branches and floating up to the ceiling in a riot of colour and joy. 
 
Saskatoon based artist Monique began painstakingly crafting the butterflies of annus mirabilis 
in the summer of 2020. Each butterfly is created with a series of silkscreen prints carefully 
layered with up to ten colours. Monique draws each layer by hand, wanting to showcase the 
patterns, textures and incredible colours of these delicate creatures. She then prints each layer 
by hand, over and over again, to create thousands of butterflies.  
 
Monique’s process is intentionally deliberate, slow and labour intensive. The butterflies of 
annus mirabilis hail from a transformative period in the artist’s own life. In the early months of 
the pandemic time stood still and all activity ceased. For the first time Monique was able to 
stop – to simply be.  
 
After purchasing some chrysalises online, Monique took time to watch a kaleidoscope of 
butterflies emerge – marvelling at the natural ease of their transformation. For the butterflies, 
this dramatic, full bodied transformation is part of living. While for humans, change is slow, 
scary and sometimes painful.  
 
annus mirabilis will be accompanied by an interactive project space in the gallery. Visitors will 
be encouraged to write down their own hopes or dreams, forming them into a paper chrysalis 
to pin to a wall alongside hundreds of others.  
 
Together, visitors can patiently wait for those dreams to emerge.   


